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Ambitious ASX Copper Play Heating Up in Chile
Hot Chili (ASX:HCH) (“Hot Chili” or “Company”) is pleased to provide an article published by Stocks
Digital on the 30th August.
The article provides an insight into the Company’s aim to become the largest copper developer on the
ASX.
It details the newly consolidated El Fuego high grade copper project and its potential to transform the
company’s Productora project (1.5Mt copper and 1Moz gold already established), offering a higher
grade sweetener to future big copper production.
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Ambitious ASX Copper Play Heating Up in Chile
PUBLISHED: 30-08-2018

Today’s $19 million-capped junior has its hands on one of the largest copper developments
currently on the ASX.
It has just consolidated several Chilean copper mines into what it has dubbed the El Fuego highgrade copper project — and is taking these and adding them to its existing large-scale bulk
tonnage ‘Productora’ copper development.
The new additions are all mines within 20-30 kilometres of the site, and are secured via fouryear Options with only minimal payments due for the initial few years. The company’s
ambitious intention is to define as many Resources as possible and build El Fuego and
Productora into a coastal copper super-hub that can tap into the infrastructure-rich Vallenar
coastal region of central Chile.
It plans to compile an enviable inventory of high grade ore sources that it can truck to
Productora, process and ships from existing nearby port, and thereby achieves an overall higher
grade, higher volume copper project — at low-end costs.

Its existing Productora asset currently has a mine life of 10 years and
expected average annual EBITDA of US$185 million over that mine life, at
US$3.00/ pound copper price.
The aim is to unlock the exponentially greater value of the separate mines and projects by
grouping them together and maximising on their close proximity. This would transform the
company’s established Productora mine, offering a higher grade sweetener to future big copper
production.
Importantly for this small cap, copper is widely predicted to undergo a supply deficit, with
production predicted to tighten in the next 12-24 months.
All commodity plays are tied closely to the market price. Given the current size of the ore reserve
at Productora, even a modest spike in the copper price could mean a huge difference as far as
this company’s market capitalisation and share price is concerned.

With a PFS already been done, the company also has a 20% JV partner
(Chilean major CMP) supporting the project. Given it’s now aiming at
significantly increasing the head grade of its copper output, the impact of a
price change on the company’s bottom line could be even more significant.
In the last decade we’ve seen relatively few large copper discoveries (compared to the 18 years
prior) which is part of the reason the market is now facing a tight supply environment ahead.
It’s good timing for today’s company which is looking to test the bullish copper market of the
last 12-18 months, and see if it can maximise on the coming supply deficit.
Keep in mind, the money required to bring a big copper mine (+200ktpa producer) to market is
considerable; we are talking in the vicinity of $3-3.5 billion, and a lot of years to get it off the
ground (or rather, in the ground). This means that companies have a high capital barrier to
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overcome, so a company like today’s which is already several years into the process holds a
distinct advantage.
It’s time to get in on this story before the market wakes up to it first — introducing:

It’s not a bad time to be a copper junior on the ASX with a large copper Resource already in the
bag, and potential off-takers eager to see new high-grade copper projects come on-line...
In fact, some commentators are predicting a supply crunch even sooner than initially expected:

Just this month it was revealed that production at Grasberg in Indonesia (the world’s second
largest copper producer) will fall by more than half in 2019 as the mine’s pits transition to
underground operations, cutting some 300,000 metric tons of supply:
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On that note, let’s delve into what Hot Chili Limited (ASX:HCH) has been up to.
In June, it raised $4 million to bolster its current efforts in Chile and commenced a
5000m drilling program across two of its three recently secured high-grade copper mines — San
Antonio and Valentina.
The company has secured option deals to earn controlling interest in three mines — San
Antonio, Valentina, Lulu — to form the combined El Fuego copper project, which will add to the
production of HCH’s long-standing Productora asset:
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HCH has already completed a PFS for Productora establishing a 10 year mine life, 66kt copper
and 25koz gold production annually over first eight years, and an overall Resource of 1.5Mt
copper & 1Moz gold.
Below is the current ore reserve for Productora:

What’s been made crystal clear in the last 6 months+ is that HCH is in an
exciting new phase of growth. Its expanding its coastal copper portfolio
and going in search of yet more high-grade opportunities in the El Fuego
project area.

El Fuego’s first recruit: San Antonio, the
jewel in the crown
The San Antonio mine is looking likely to become the jewel in the crown of the company’s new
El Fuego project.
San Antonio has already produced approximately two million tons grading 2%
copper and 0.3g/t gold and 17g/t silver, from shallow depths, since 1964.
So HCH knew they were onto a good thing here, but the game-changing assays that have come
through only this week would no doubt have left the team feeling even more confident of its
potential.
Here are the strongest of the results from this week:
•
•
•
•
•
•

9m grading 2.0% copper from 132m down-hole depth
16m grading 1.1% copper from 93m down-hole (including 5m grading 2.7% copper),
6m grading 2.1% copper from 65m down-hole depth
19m grading 2.0% copper from 61m down-hole depth (including 11m grading 2.4%
copper),
15m grading 1.7% copper from 80m down-hole depth,
13m grading 1.3% copper from 17m down-hole depth (including 5m grading 2.3%
copper),
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•
•
•
•
•

53m grading 0.9% copper from 72m down-hole depth (including 27m grading
copper),
10m grading 1.6% copper from 58m down-hole depth (including 4m grading
copper),
5m grading 2.5% copper from 31m down-hole depth (including 2m grading
copper),
18m grading 1.3% copper from 52m down-hole depth (including 5m grading
copper), and
11m grading 1.6% copper from 83m down-hole depth.

1.3%
2.7%
4.3%
2.1%

Given the shallow, high-grade nature of mineralisation at San Antonio, the mine looks set to
become the key addition to HCH’s copper portfolio — possibly being the X factor giving it an
extra edge to bring a large-scale open pit Resource inventory to market...
Below is a graphic showing the location of the latest assay results:
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These highly positive results indicate San Antonio’s potential to bring HCH
a substantial shallow-dipping, near-surface copper Resource — and one
that’s amenable to open pit extraction, at that.
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Importantly, drilling has successfully indicated major extensions to San Antonio’s Main Lode,
and highlighted the potential for definition of a substantial, shallow, high-grade copper
Resource over a strike length of at least 700m.
Most recent drill assays for San Antonio are tabled below:

In addition, detailed mapping and sampling results have confirmed and delineated multiple
copper targets south of San Antonio, as well as a potential large-scale mineralised copper zone
extending along the eastern flank of the mine.
A major bonus for the company’s newest asset bundle is the potential to find new discoveries
outside the known mineralised zones, considering the lack of modern day exploration at these
sites.
San Antonio has been privately owned and mined since 1964. HCH got its hands on it in
November last year via a JV Option agreement which includes a four year term to earn up to
90% interest.
Importantly for the company at this early stage, its Option agreement requires no payments or
commitments in the first three years — with a first payment of US$0.3 million due in 36 months
and a second payment of US$6.7 million in 48 months.
The ~2 million tons already produced at San Antonio were mined to a depth of 130 metres over
a 400 metre strike. HCH believe there is more potential to be exploited, as outlined in this
graphic:
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2-4% copper ore grades have been found at shallow depth along the northern extent of the mine,
which is one among several indicators that there’s a lot of life left in the San Antonio mine yet.
The company is being assisted by Lease miners, who Hot Chili have left to lease-mine up to
50ktpa during the Option period. The company sees San Antonio as an enviable brownfield
high-grade copper opportunity; and with large open pit and underground mining potential, it
represents a rare find for a company of HCH’s size.

Of particular interest to shareholders, the higher grade material at San
Antonio could well serve to drive down production costs at HCH’s
Productora mine, potentially leading to higher margins in a rising copper
market.
If a copper price rise is coming, as predicted with the looming supply deficit; a large-scale bulk
copper project like Productora begins to look even more attractive.

A look at Lulu
Like San Antonio, HCH’s recently secured Lulu asset — located 30 kilometres directly west of
Productora — has been privately held for the last 50 years and has never undergone drilling.
The adjacent underground mine to Lulu was reportedly exploited to a depth of 600m at average
sulphide production grades of 6% copper and 3g/t gold over 1.5m to 2m width.

The company’s preliminary sampling efforts at Lulu returned grades up to
2.8% copper and 3.9g/t gold from surface. They also confirmed an
outcropping of 800m direct extension to one of the region’s highest grade
and most substantial underground mines.
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Importantly for the company, Lulu offers a second potentially high-grade satellite ore source
within a short trucking distance of the company’s Productora project.
HCH is well positioned to define drill targets from field work already completed at Lulu, which
as mentioned has never been subjected to any modern exploration. The surface mapping and
sampling done so far has provided the company with further confidence in the Lulu project.

Valentina: El Fuego’s third satellite ore source
HCH’s third recently secured asset to make up the newly consolidated El Fuego project is
Valentina. It contains an operating high-grade underground copper mine (shallowly developed)
with several significant historical drilling intersections which have not been effectively followed
up, including...
•
•

End of hole intercept of 11m grading 2.0% copper (including 7m grading 2.7% copper
from 129m down-hole).
3m grading 3.4% copper from 27m down-hole.

While very little drilling has been completed at Valentina, HCH has managed to confirm over
700m of mineralised strike length potential from surface mapping and sampling (+1% copper
rock chip results). The company has a non-binding Letter of Intent (LOI) for Valentina to earn a
90% interest over a four-year period.

It has big hopes that Valentina can prove itself to be a high-grade copper
asset like its star recruit, San Antonio... with the first step being to define a
Resource at the mine.
Results from recent drilling by Hot Chili at Valentina are expected soon but the company has
confirmed that two of three holes drilled have intersected zones of visible copper mineralisation.
The below map shows Valentina in relation to both the Productora and San Antonio mines:
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All steps towards a bigger plan
As we mentioned, HCH has big plans to combine multiple ore sources into the one El Fuego
project, and add that to its existing Productora asset, to achieve higher grade and critical mass
overall.
While it’s early days in that process, things seem so far, so good.
HCH’s El Fuego Options are for four-year periods, with the intention to earn operating
ownership. Given the lack of modern exploration or Resource drilling at the mines, they could
each hold excellent unlocked value for this $19 million-capped stock.

What to expect from HCH going forward
The junior has been busy accelerating all exploration efforts across El Fuego — San Antonio,
Lulu and Valentina — with plans to release further results in the near-term.
Together with its existing large asset base at Productora, the growing scale and potential grade
impact from its El Fuego efforts could present the opportunity for a swift share price uplift for
HCH once the market cottons on.
With the Valentina mine, the Lulu copper mine extension, and multiple large copper targets
defined along the San Antonio-Valentina corridor (8km long), HCH has a robust pipeline of
high-grade copper targets to get stuck into in the coming weeks and months, all the while
buoyed by sector sentiment around tightening supply and a potential price rise over the next
one to two years or more.
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It seems the junior is intent on delivering a continuous stream of positive news flow from all its
Chilean copper plays, and has advised shareholders to expect more follow up drilling and results
in the near-term.
At the same time, this savvy small cap is keeping one eye on additional acquisitions and nearby
opportunities to expand its copper prospects in Chile.
It could be an ideal time to hop on the bandwagon as things start to heat up at Hot Chili.
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Qualifying Statements
Forward Looking Statements
This Announcement is provided on the basis that neither the Company nor its representatives make any warranty
(express or implied) as to the accuracy, reliability, relevance or completeness of the material contained in the
Announcement and nothing contained in the Announcement is, or may be relied upon as a promise, representation
or warranty, whether as to the past or the future. The Company hereby excludes all warranties that can be excluded
by law. The Announcement contains material which is predictive in nature and may be affected by inaccurate
assumptions or by known and unknown risks and uncertainties, and may differ materially from results ultimately
achieved.
The Announcement contains “forward-looking statements”. All statements other than those of historical facts
included in the Announcement are forward-looking statements including estimates of Mineral Resources. However,
forward-looking statements are subject to risks, uncertainties and other factors, which could cause actual results to
differ materially from future results expressed, projected or implied by such forward-looking statements. Such risks
include, but are not limited to, copper, gold and other metals price volatility, currency fluctuations, increased
production costs and variances in ore grade recovery rates from those assumed in mining plans, as well as political
and operational risks and governmental regulation and judicial outcomes. The Company does not undertake any
obligation to release publicly any revisions to any “forward-looking statement” to reflect events or circumstances
after the date of the Announcement, or to reflect the occurrence of unanticipated events, except as may be
required under applicable securities laws. All persons should consider seeking appropriate professional advice in
reviewing the Announcement and all other information with respect to the Company and evaluating the business,
financial performance and operations of the Company. Neither the provision of the Announcement nor any
information contained in the Announcement or subsequently communicated to any person in connection with the
Announcement is, or should be taken as, constituting the giving of investment advice to any person.
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